CITY UNDER MICROSCOPE

Geneva

From Sunday May 24th to Tuesday May 26th 2009
**Program**

**SUNDAY MAY 24TH:**
- **19:30-21:00** Welcome cocktail at the hotel
- **21:00-22:30** Bike tour of Geneva (weather permitting)

**MONDAY MAY 25TH:**
- **9:00 - 9:30** Opening of the City under Microscope  
  Rémy Pagani, Vice-Mayor of the City of Geneva, Head of the Department of Building and Town Planning  
  Jean-Michel Daclin, President of LUCI and Deputy Mayor of Lyon  
  **Palais Eynard**
- **9:30 - 10:30** General presentation of Geneva  
  Marie-Hélène Giraud, Head of Urban Planning and Mobility Services
- **11:00 - 11:45** Technical presentation of public lighting in Geneva  
  Florence Colace and Olivier Candolfi, in charge of Public Lighting
- **12:00 - 13:30** Lunch  
  **Restaurant du parc des Bastions**
- **13:45 - 15:15** Presentation of the Lighting Plan and other lighting installations  
  Isabelle Charollais, Co-director of the Department of Building and Town Planning  
  Florence Colace, Lighting Architect, Urban Planning and Mobility Services  
  Gennaro Miele, Electrician-Engineer, Energy Services  
  With the participation of:  
  Isabelle Corten, Urban Planner and Lighting Designer - the presentation of her project on the banks of the Seujet, envisaged in the frame of the Lighting Plan  
  Philippe Béboux, Architect - the presentation of the project of la Place du Molard
- **15:30 - 17:00** Temporary and event lighting in Geneva  
  - **Les yeux de la nuit festival**  
  - **Christmas illuminations**  
  - **arbres&lumières festival**  
  Florence Colace, Lighting Architect, Urban Planning and Mobility Services  
  Raoul Schrumpf, Head of the Cabinet, Urban Safety Department  
  Thomas Wenger, Information and Communications Delegate, Social Cohesion, Youth and Sport Department
- **17:00 - 19:00** LUCI Executive Committee  
  For EC members only  
  **Rue de l’Hôtel-de-Ville 4 / room 1**

**TUESDAY MAY 26TH:**
- **19:00 - 19:30** Presentation of two renovations on the lake:  
  “le Pont de la Machine” and “le Cordon Lumineux”  
  Dominique Matthey, Architect and Deputy to the Head of Urban Planning and Mobility Services  
  Christian Muller, Civil Engineer, Civil Engineering Services
- **19:30 - 22:00** Cruise and dinner on the lake
- **22:00 - 22:15** Entertainment from the company Lumen

**TUESDAY MAY 26TH:**
- **9:00 - 9:30** Welcome at SIG (Services Industriels de Genève)  
  Le Lignon
- **9:30 - 11:45** Presentation of the company and its partnership with the City of Geneva  
  Pascal Abbet, Director of the Energy Department, SIG  
  Olivier Pavesi, in charge of Public Lighting and Illuminations, SIG  
  **Visit of the SIG site**
- **12:00 - 13:30** Lunch  
  **Restaurant du parc des Bastions**
- **14:15 - 17:30** Conference / round table: lighting and green mobility  
  A city illuminated for all its users  
  (with the participation of relevant local associations and cities)  
  **Palais Eynard**
  The City of Geneva has been developing green mobility for several years. The city has numerous cycling lanes, a ‘pedestrian plan’ … Lighting is still considered one of the important parameters in these developments. However, how are we, for example, to approach the problem of projects such as green paths (development of sites reserved to non-motorized traffic…)? What is the correct equilibrium between comfortable lighting for all the city’s users and the need to decrease energy consumption? These questions, among others, will be approached in the frame of this afternoon essentially based on a variety of experiences and accounts.
- **19:30 - 21:30** Dinner  
  **Brasserie des Halles de l’Ile**  
  Presentations:  
  Isabelle Corten - Concepteurs lumière sans frontières last mission in Mali  
  Antoine Bouchet - last mission to Jericho for the Lyon/Jericho LightLinks project
- **21:30 - 23:30** Night time tour of the city
Information

Hôtel Century - Best Western
Avenue de Frontenex 24
1207 Genève
+41 22 592 88 88

Palais Eynard
(City Hall)
Rue de la Croix-Rouge 4
1204 Genève

Restaurant du parc des Bastions
Parc des Bastions (near Place Neuve)
1205 Genève

Place of the Executive Committee
(Room 1, ground floor)
Rue de l’Hôtel-de-Ville 4
1204 Genève

SIG (Services Industriels de Genève)
Chemin Château-Bloch
Le Lignon

Brasserie des Halles de l’Ile
Place de l’Ile
1204 Genève

With the support of SIG

Free participation and accommodation for LUCI members
300 euros for non LUCI members (accommodation not included)
Registrations on LUCI website - www.luciassociation.org

LUCI Association
Hôtel de Ville - 1 place de la Comédie
69205 Lyon Cedex 01 - France
tel.: 33(0)4 71 10 56 15
fax.: 33(0)4 71 10 31 85
www.luciassociation.org